
Chapter 181 

A man like a bear once fought with a gun several times against the hot sun and the cold wind. At this 

moment, he is really embarrassed. He doesn't accept his certificates or not. People also have to live a 

life. Do you really want to save one person and kill one person? Wrong? But listening to the cry of the 

woman who hissed and cracked her lungs inside, Zhu Bing acted as a box in the operating room. Zhang 

Fan hesitated with a kitchen knife. This is also the most tangled operation Zhang Fan has ever had. The 

perineum is too tight and will definitely tear. But this is a kitchen knife. Even if it has not been used, it is 

also a kitchen knife. Do you dare to cut without a detoxified kitchen knife? If you don't cut it, it will tear 

or damage the child, and Zhang Fan without anesthetic is really helpless. 

 

"Doctor, no! I can't! " The pain and tension of the pregnant woman, coupled with abnormal fetal 

activity, made her feel dead. 

 

"Why not? The child hasn't been born yet. Is that what you do as a mother! Shut up! " Special treatment 

at special times. 

 

 

Pregnant women go out on the street with their mother to buy more things for their children before 

birth. They also have activities by the way. As a result, the activities are like this. 

 

 

The pregnant mother cried and called her son-in-law and her old man: "come on, Xiao Li fell and the 

child is going to be premature. Come on!" 

 

"Mom! In that hospital, I'll be there in a minute. " 

 

"Little fat sheep!" 

 

"Xiaofeiyang hot pot shop, come on!" 

 

"Old man, Xiao Li fell and the child was premature and bleeding." 

 

"Where is it? How did you take care of it! " 

 

"I don't want to! In little fat sheep! Xiaofeiyang hot pot shop! " 

 

Fortunately, there is only a small fat sheep in tea vegetable City, and it is not small in reputation. Zhang 

Fan is sweating in the face of the swollen perineum! 

 

"Really pull!" He's going to explode! 

 


